Team Doha

Making progress....very, very slowly
Our hero...who has not moved in 11 years
But when she started her journey...

- She was ambitious and focused on:
  - Agriculture
  - Industrial goods (NAMA)
  - Services
  - Flexibilities
  - Tariff preferences for LDCs
Egypt enlisted Doha’s friend Peter to:

- Estimate the effects of Doha’s tariff liberalizations
  - Specifically with respect to 3 scenarios
    - S4—Agricultural cuts in accordance with the Harbinson four tier formula
    - S5—Agricultural cuts in accordance with the Harbinson formula with 2% sensitive agricultural lines (double for developing countries)
    - S9—NAMA cuts with a Swiss formula
Doha Egypt closures

- Standard closure with fixed trade balances and unemployment in the unskilled labor market for developing countries
Doha’s Dream Team

- Shall Egypt Protect its Textile Sector?
- The Impact of Agricultural Subsidy in China
- Green Revolution and Food Security
- Big Mad Cow Scare
- Arab Winter
Let’s go on a journey!